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Principal’s Greetings…...
Dear High Bridge Families,
We have six weeks left until the end of the 2020-2021 school year. We are planning to close out end of the year testing. We
want to make sure the students get every bit of learning in prior to Summer Break. We also want to assess them in order to
make informed decisions regarding placement for next school year as well as teachers and students together, grew by
continuing to learn. The teachers are now holding the students more and more accountable for their learning. Teachers are
challenging the students to look closer into the text in order to get a deeper understanding. Teachers are probing your
children also to ask those higher order thinking questions during the lessons as well. Students are working collaboratively more
to help each other solve inquiry based questions or group activities which lend itself to cooperative learning opportunities,
which is a skill they will need when they become adults and have to work in an environment that forces them to. With all that
said, we are preparing your child to become life long learners. We have grown a lot this year as a school community. This has
been a great yet challenging year!
As always, “It takes a village to raise a child.”
William J. Kelly

May Hawk-Eyed Tips

Tip #1 – Magnificent Math & How to Support Your Child
At times you may not be so sure how to best help your child with his/her Math work, but know that Math is really the same and
will never change. However, our approach to it and way of thinking has. Most school days we tell students to make sure they
practice their basic Math facts at home as part of homework each night. Although this task is crucial to helping students solve
Math problems, we also want students to establish a real “number sense” around numbers so that they understand how there
are numbers inside of numbers and how numbers relate to each other. Here are just a few tips to help your child with Math:
Set a goal to ask your child questions each day such as: How many?, What shape?, How do these compare?, How do
you know? Don’t worry that you may not know the answer or that your child may struggle a little. The goal is to get
him/her talking and thinking about how numbers relate and connect in problems and in the real world, as well as give
you an idea of where he/she may be in his/her mathematical thinking in class.
Teachers typically have some forms of communication to let you know what the class is working with in Math. However, in
addition to asking the question, What did you do today?, take a look in your child’s Math notebook and/or journal to
get an idea of what is going on in Math. Ask your child questions about what you see and ask him/her to explain it to
you. The Math that you see should look like the same content that you learned, but possibly in a different way.
Play board games and card games as a great way to engage your child in Math activities. During or after a game, ask him/her
to tell you how he/she used Math to help throughout the game. All kinds of mathematical thinking can come from a
game (probability, addition, subtraction, comparison, etc.).
Shop together for groceries. Personally, I like to go alone so that my children don’t beg me to buy things that I didn’t plan
for. However, this may be a tip you can use by asking questions as you shop. Here are some examples: Do all the jam,
jelly and mustard jars have circular bottoms? If not, what other shapes can we find and how many?,
When paying cash, which bills and coins should you pay with? How much change should you get back?, Is
a $3, 24-ounce jar of peanut butter a better or worse deal than a $2, 16-ounce jar? How do you know?
Let your child build things out of different objects/things around the house. This helps tap into his/her creative mind and
helps to develop spatial visualization skills that can support understanding geometry and other areas of math.

Community Reference Instruction News…...
As we enter the fourth quarter of the school year, we continue to celebrate our students’
achievements regardless of the challenges we have encountered with distance learning. Our
fifth graders are preparing for their transition to middle school. With the support of parents,
our students in CRI continue to make gains with their academic and functional goals. If you
are unsure about the school location for your child for next year, please contact Ms. Dempsey
via email at Tynetta.dempsey@pgcps.org. Students in the CRI program may not be assigned
to their residence schools and will be placed in a service school where they will continue to receive their educational services.
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Kindergarten Highlights!!!!!

It is hard to believe that we have entered our fourth quarter of the school year. We are so proud of
the growth we have seen in our Kindergarteners this year despite all the new challenges we faced.
In Reading, we are starting a unit about technology at home and at school. We will focus on drawing and writing informative text. Students will continue working on the -at word family. Please keep
practicing their sight words with them at home. In Math, we will be learning about numbers to 100.
Students should practice counting to 100 by 1s, 10s and 5s. In Social Studies, we will continue our
unit about Economics. We started the unit by learning about wants, needs, goods, and services.
Now we will focus on jobs and how people work. In Science, our unit will be about environmental
science. We will focus on positive and negative things that can affect our Earth. Let’s finish the
year strong! Please be sure that your child has the supplies needed for each day in their learning
space, such as, paper and pencils. As always, thank you for everything each of you have done to
help make your child’s first year of school a success!

Fabulous First Grade!
First grade is ready for May! Our plan is to finish out the 4th quarter with reading fables to learn
lessons and identify key details, using content information to write opinions, continue with learning long
vowels and vowel pairs and use our last week in June to review skills from the year. We will read and write
using our 1st sight words. Help your child at home to read and write daily with meaning and correct sentence structure using COPS. This was our major goal this year! Next, allow your child to review and practice adding/subtracting tens and ones, solving fact family problems, word problems to determine addition or
subtraction and adding three numbers in a story using our 3 read process. In science, we will be learning
about living things and the environment. Keep your child deeply involved in reading this summer and they’ll
be ready for 2nd grade! We’re so proud of the first three quarters! “Thank you” to all parents for your
continued support and help this year with our distance learning!

Second Grade News!!!
Language Arts:
Students will learn about text organization and elements of poetry. We will continue to learn strategies to improve their writing. For example, they will explore how to combine sentences using the
following words, and, like, and or. They will also learn how to identify and use adjectives and adverbs.
Math: They will explore two and three-dimensional shapes. They are learning how to identify and
count faces, edges, and vertices on various three-dimensional shapes. They will also discover
how to partition 2 dimensional shapes into thirds and fourths. Students will continue to work on
solving addition and subtraction word problems with three digit numbers (with and without regrouping).
Social Studies: We are learning all about economics. By the end of the month students should be
able to answer the following questions: What are goods and services, what is the difference between a need and a want and how do people use resources to get needs and wants?
Science: We are learning about seed dispersal and pollination. They will also explore land and
water ecosystems.

Third Grade Happenings…..
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The month of May brings the celebration of Asian American and Pacific Islander Heritage
Month. Third grade applauds these teachers who bring critical education services to our
students. In 4 Quarter, students will be taking the end of the year assessments with i-Ready Reading Diagnostic and
PGCPS Benchmarks which includes both reading and writing with the school-wide focus on Capitalization, Organization,
Punctuation, Spelling, C.O.P.S. Students’ ability to notice the author’s Text Structure aides in the comprehension while
Text Features, graphic sources, helps with the understanding of informational text. The results will be share with 4
grade teachers to guide their instruction.
th

th

3rd graders are finalizing the Math unit of study on finding area and perimeter. The next two weeks will be
devoted to data and graphs which will include constructing, reading and interpreting all type graphs, (line
graph, bar graph, picture graph & circle graphs). We will also continue developing our word problem skills
(Three Read Protocol) as well as build fact fluency with weekly multiplication speed drills.

Fourth Grade Happenings!!!!!
HELLO, FAMILY! We ar e extr emely pr oud of the academic pr ogr ess that our 4th gr ader s have made thus far
and we want to finish up the year strong!
In ELA: We have completed our last IREADY diagnostic and our team is ver y impr essed with the 4th gr ader s gr owth.
Please keep encouraging them to complete their 90 minutes of IREADY weekly. Over the next three weeks, our class will build
their knowledge about healthful food, with a focus on the informational/argumentative text genre. We will read texts and view
videos about what we can do to make more healthful food choices. Children will also write an editorial to an imaginary newspaper explaining their opinion about changing the school lunch program. The Big Idea Reinforce: Reinforce the topic words:
digest, sustainable, nutrition, and compost in conversations with your child. Use prompts like these: What is something we cannot digest? What items can we compost? It is important to ask your child to read to you each day and make time to read together. We are walking into Unit 9 ready to SOAR!
In this unit, students will look at shape pattern sequences to identify and describe the core pattern in the sequence. They
use this to determine how many blocks will be needed to continue the sequence to some given iteration. Students use
tables to organize numerical data and look for rules that govern these patterns. Students then
transition to pure number sequences and function machines (called “number machines” in this unit) with input/output
tables. They investigate the nature of odd and even numbers. Finally, students investigate the effects on the area and
perimeter of rectangles when their dimensions are changed in predictable ways and informally describe arithmetic and
geometric growth patterns.

Fifth Grade News Flash!!!!!!
We are nearing the end of this school year and are looking forward to the final few weeks before
summer break. For our 5th grade students, we will be safely celebrating their achievements and
successes as they transition to middle school with a “drive-thru” promotion on Wednesday, June 9,
2021. The event will be held in the parking lot of the Disabled American Veterans building at 8205
Laurel Bowie Rd in Bowie. More details will come soon and a link to sign up for your time to attend
will be shared.
As we wrap up the last quarter of Reading, we will investigate an essential question related to how
art impacts people in different ways. We will explore this question by reading poetry, literature, and
one final piece of nonfiction text. We will conclude the year with our last writing workshop which will
guide students through the development of a personal narrative related to one funny event that they
have experienced in their lives.
In Math, students will revisit the standards introduced in Unit 1 on writing and interpreting numerical
expressions. Students have been working with expressions all year. Their understanding is deepened and consolidated in this unit. They apply their work with expressions and coordinate graphs to
analyzing patterns and relationships. They will also generate patterns from growing designs and
rules, graph them, and describe them with numerical expressions. Finally, students will use a line
plot to visualize and interpret data, especially measurement data. As always, please reach out
through email or by Remind if you have any questions.

HELLO, FAMILY! We are extremely proud of the academic progress that our 4th graders have made thus far and we want to finish up
the year strong!
In ELA: We have completed our last IREADY diagnostic and our team is very impressed with the 4th graders growth. Please keep encouraging them to complete their 90 minutes of IREADY weekly. Over the next three weeks, our class will build their knowledge about
healthful food, with a focus on the informational/argumentative text genre. We will read texts and view videos about what we can do to
make more healthful food choices. Children will also write an editorial to an imaginary newspaper explaining their opinion about changing the school lunch program. The Big Idea Reinforce: Reinforce the topic words: digest, sustainable, nutrition, and compost in conversations with your child. Use
prompts like these: What is something we cannot digest? What items can we compost? It
is important to ask your child to read to you each day and make time to read together.
We are walking into Unit 9 ready to SOAR!
In this unit, students will look at shape pattern sequences to identify and describe
the core pattern in the sequence. They use this to determine how many blocks will
be needed to continue the sequence to some given iteration. Students use tables to
organize numerical data and look for rules that govern these patterns. Students then
transition to pure number sequences and function machines (called “number
machines” in this unit) with input/output tables. They investigate the nature of odd
and even numbers. Finally, students investigate the effects on the area and
perimeter of rectangles when their dimensions are changed in predictable ways and
informally describe arithmetic and geometric growth patterns.
Science- This quarter we will make a splash with Biology! We are learning about living
things and how plants and animals use their structures and senses to adapt and survive.
It's an exciting Spring in Science!
Social Studies-We will explore Economics through learning about the needs and wants
of a community, as well as the roles of producers and consumers within the community.
Health- Health will focus on the Incredible Hearing Machine: The Ear. We will look at
how our ears work to process sound, and explore the effects of sound pollution.

HELLO, FAMILY! We ar e extr emely pr oud of the academic pr ogr ess that our 4th gr ader s have made thus
far and we want to finish up the year strong!
In ELA: We have completed our last IREADY diagnostic and our team is ver y impr essed with the 4th gr ader s
growth. Please keep encouraging them to complete their 90 minutes of IREADY weekly. Over the next three weeks, our
class will build their knowledge about healthful food, with a focus on the informational/argumentative text genre. We will
read texts and view videos about what we can do to make more healthful food choices. Children will also write an editorial
to an imaginary newspaper explaining their opinion about changing the school lunch program. The Big Idea Reinforce:
Reinforce the topic words: digest, sustainable, nutrition, and compost in conversations with your child. Use prompts like
these: What is something we cannot digest? What items can we compost? It is important to ask your child to read to you
each day and make time to read together.
We are walking into Unit 9 ready to SOAR!
In this unit, students will look at shape pattern sequences to identify and describe the core pattern in the sequence.
They use this to determine how many blocks will be needed to continue the sequence to some given iteration. Students use tables to organize numerical data and look for rules that govern these patterns. Students then
transition to pure number sequences and function machines (called “number machines” in this unit) with input/output tables. They investigate the nature of odd and even numbers. Finally, students investigate the effects on
the area and perimeter of rectangles when their dimensions are changed in predictable ways and informally describe arithmetic and geometric growth patterns.
Science- This quarter we will make a splash with Biology! We are learning about living things and how plants and animals use their structures and senses to adapt and survive. It's an exciting Spring in Science!
Social Studies-We will explore Economics through learning about the needs and wants of a community, as well as the
roles of producers and consumers within the community. Health- Health will focus on the Incr edible Hear ing Machine: The Ear. We will look at how our ears work to process sound, and explore the effects of sound pollution.
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Hello parents/guardians!
Please note that most music assignments will be completed during
our scheduled live meeting times. If your child is missing an assignment, a note will be placed in SchoolMax by the assignment name. Your child must make up the assignment or they
will receive a “0” for that assignment.
The Music Department would like for you to know what is happening for the month of May in all Music classes. Be sure to watch for
additional notes from us in upcoming HBES Newsletters!
Musically yours,
Mrs. Clarke and Mrs. Winters

Music Notes
The musical concepts that will be covered during the month of May for the following grades are:
5th Grade
Students will be able to:
Identify the four instrument families in the symphony orchestra.
Define Arco, Pizzicato, Tremolo, and Vibrato.
Name music styles that use string instruments.
4th Grade
Students will be able to:
Describe two different techniques for playing fretted instruments
Identify major and minor chords in a song by listening.
Add an ostinato and single note harmony line to a song by playing a barred instrument part.
3rd Grade
Students will be able to:
Define Mezzo Forte, Mezzo Piano, and Sforzando.
Recognize the difference between Crescendo and Decrescendo.
Identify dynamic changes in different pieces of music.
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2nd Grade
Students will be able to:
Listen to, then write two measures of rhythms.
Define "issimo".
Recognize crescendo and decrescendo in music by listening.
1st Grade
Students will be able to:
Recall that notes represent musical sounds.
Recognize a rest lasting one beat.
Recall that rests show silence and rhythm
Kindergarten
Students will be able to:
Recall that the violin has strings and is a member of the string family.
Demonstrate movements that accurately reflect loud and soft.
Sing loud and soft within a song.

Adaptive Music
Students in CSEP will learn many of the same concepts with focus on one or two of the concepts mentioned above. Students in CRI will do more song games, movement, and instrument
playing as they focus on reviewing fast and slow tempos, musical styles, and counting in music.

PGCPS
Primary Business Address
Address Line 2
Address Line 3
Address Line 4
Bowie, Md. 20720

www1.pgcps.org/highbridge
– A great place to find the
school calendar, frequently
asked questions, current
events, and websites for
enrichment and intervention!

Counselor’s Corner…...

HIGH BRIDGE
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL’S
FUTURE LEADERS
ANNUAL
COLLEGE AND CAREER DAY!
FRIDAY, MAY 21ST 2021
8:00A.M. UNTIL 1:00 PM
7011 HIGH BRIDGE ROAD,
BOWIE MARYLAND 20720

PLEASE CONTACT
MS. MILLER, PROFESSIONAL
SCHOOL COUNSELOR
301-805-2690 OR
LISA2.MILLER@PGCPS.ORG

Important
Dates
To Remember:
May 3-7, 2021
Staff Appreciation
Week
~~~~~~~~
May 13, 2021
Eid al-Fitr Holiday
(Schools and
Offices Closed)
~~~~~~~~~
May 21, 2021
Career Day
8:00a.m.-1:00p.m.
~~~~~~~
May 20, 2021
4th Quarter
Progress Report
Released
~~~~~~~~
May 31, 2021
Memorial Day
(Schools Closed)

